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Brandon -Thank you so much for taking the time to outline the case and recognize
. It is truly
appreciated . Also great job of working with what you had and finding a solution that was above your walk
away. That is exactly the way it is supposed to work. Great Job.
- Great job of working with sales to find the right solution that would enable us to retain a profitable
customer. this is the kind of commitment that we need from everyone to ensure success .
Brandon and
- I will not tire of using this statement. This is yet another awesome example of UWing
and Sales working together to ensure a Win-Win situation. Without both of your engagement, this could
have easily turned to a lose-lose. The customer is happy because we were able to meet their pricing
needs and allow them to maintain the service they have come to expect. Metlife wins as we were able to
maintain a profitable customer that is happy. These are the wins that we must have to be successful as a
region . Great job to both of you on working together to make this happen . This note made my month.
Have a great day

Underwriting Manager
Great Lakes Region
Phone :
Fax:
Brandon Rowell/lns/Metlife/US
Brandon
Rowell/lns/Metlife/US
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Thank you!
Thank you for responding the way you did on this case. Jim
wrote
back in
the fall of 2004. Through multiple year rate caps, we have avoided being taken out to bid , and grown this
case to 1.5M in Dental Premium . As I understand it, this is not only one of my more profitable cases, but at
6.4% profit in the last 3 years (15.7% in through the first 2 quarters of 2007) this is one of the more
profitable Dental cases in the region , and we were in jeopardy of losing it.
While we have had the fortune of locking this case in for up to 3 years at a time through rate guarantees
and rate caps, the union forced the board and broker to take this case out to bid. We found ourselves

under attack from Delta Dental , who had proposed a 10% cut to the current rates with a 2 year rate
guarantee and a 3rd year rate cap. Facing 150K in savings, the broker was certain to move this case, but
you guys stepped up and gave me what I needed to save it.
Realizing that its more expensive to lose a case and re-write it later,
provide walkaway pricing of:
•
•
•
•

and

worked together to

Matching Delta's decrease of 10%
Providing a 2 year rate guarantee on these rates
Offering a 6% rate cap the 3rd year
Needless to say, this decision would put us in a deep negative margin.

Using contractual and network differences, but most importantly my pricing parameters, I was able to
negotiate a renewal of:
•
•
•
•
•

5% decrease off of the current rates
1 year rate guarantee
A Rate Cap of 8% in the 2nd year
A Rate cap of 10% in the 3rd year
Did I mention positive margin?

I can't express to you enough how much walkaway pricing helps us in the field . It gives us the speed and
flexibility to give the broker and customer what they need , when they need it. Furthermore it helps us paint
a picture of our parameters so we know where we are at all times. To me this is key, not only on existing
cases , but cases that we are really targeting in the field .
Job well done!
Brandon Rowell
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